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i. SUMMARY OF THE ASSESMENT 

In response to the current humanitarian emergency in the central 

regions of Somalia, SYPD send a rapid assessment team to 

determine the level of the humanitarian emergency in Galguduud 

region and how SYPD and other humanitarian actors can take 

action against these crises. 

The team carried out the assessment in 9 Camps in Galguduud 

region from 14th to 17th February, 2009 and gathered required 

information in the field using number of data collection 

methodologies including focus group discussions, interviews with 

key informants, direct observation, and site visits. 

The outcome of SYPD assessment showcased that Galguduud 

region is facing dire humanitarian emergency and if the 

humanitarian actors and donor community don’t respond in a 

timely manner, the situation could significantly deteriorate in the 

coming months. 

According to Food Security Analysis Unit Somalia (FSAU) special 

brief issued on February 11, 2009, “the overall food security 

situation in drought affected areas of Galguduud and Mudug 

regions have deteriorated even further since Gu’08.’ The depth of 

crisis is severe, with an estimated 350,000 rural pastoralists and 

agro-pastoralists and 55,000 urban inhabitants in either Acute 

Food or Livelihood Crisis (AFLC) or Humanitarian 

Emergency (HE). More than half the population of the two 

regions is in crisis. Since Gu’08, the number of people in HE has 

increased by 41% in Galguduud”. FSAU reports. 

The assessment team highly recommends local and humanitarian 

actors to step up emergency interventions urgently, to save lives 

and prevent a large scale disaster. 
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ii. GALGUDUUD REGION 

Galguduud is an administrative region of eight districts located in 

central Somalia. It is bordered by the Somali regions of Mudug, 

Hiiraan and Middle Shabelle, and also Ethiopia. The capital town 

of Galguduud is Dhusamareb, 500km north of Mogadishu; 

however, the largest and commercial city is Abdudwak. Based on 

UNDP 2005 report, Galguduud has a total population of 330,057 

people of which 58,997 are urban population while 271,080 

people are rural pastoralists and agro-pastoralists. 

iii. OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSESMENT 

a) Visit areas and camps affected and assess the degree of 

their plight. 

 

b) Identify IDPs/ IDP camps and their concentration areas. 

 

c) Identify current and future needs priorities and possible 
SYPD interventions. 

 

d) Observe security situation and risks for future humanitarian 

operations. 

 

The assessment team consisted of three persons with various 

professional backgrounds. Two of the team members were SYPD 

staff and the third one, was hired by SYPD for the assignment.  
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The assessment process involved in these areas: 

1. Food Security  

2. Water and Sanitation  

3. Health and Nutrition                                                                  

4. Security Issues  

 

During the assessment survey, the following settlements in 

Galguduud region were visited and interviewed: 

1 Marergur 4 Gidijir 7 Cilmi Jawle 

2 Xananbuuro 5 Ceelbaraf 8 Qodqod 

3 Mariidi 6 Xaarxaan 9 Ceeldheer 

 

iv. KEY FINDINGS 

 

• Recurring fighting among religious groups in Galguduud, 

coupled with below average Dayr 0’08/09’ seasonal rains 

and successive seasonal failures resulted in severe 

humanitarian emergency effecting more than 165,000 rural 

communities and around 10,000 urban inhabitants. 

 

• The region is experiencing the worst droughts in recent 

history. Hyperinflation in food prices in Galguduud made the 

effect of the drought very severe. Malnutrition among the 

children and elderly people is wide spread as a direct result 

of these humanitarian crises. 
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• The towns of Guriceel (5o 17’ 54.37” North, 45o 53’ 58.89” 

East) and Dhusamarreb (5o 32’ 14.35” North, 46o 23’ 13.72” 

East) were the epicenter of the current fighting. More 

displacements have occurred in Guri-Ceel than in 

dhuusamarreb, but since the actors of the fighting had 

constituencies in both towns, the people moved away into 

the country-side looking for safe haven. The two towns had 

recently been populated by the IDPs fleeing from Mogadishu 

fighting in the years 2007 and 2008.  

The major destinations of the Guri-ceel IDPs have been 

Ceel-Baraf, Ceel Dheere. The Dhuusamarreb IDPs, however, 

fled to Marreer-Gur, Gadoon, Waabo,  and Hanan –buure. 

Most of those who fled are women and children and are in 

dire need of assistance to meet their basic needs. Water, 

food and shelter are the top priority. More than 120,000 

people are reported to have fled the town of Guri El and the 

regional capital Dhusa Mareb to seek refuge in rural areas, 

but they are virtually cut off from much needed assistance.  

• IDPs camp under the shade of tree in day and sleep in the 

open at night. Water shortages and the lack of latrines are 

among the major challenges facing these IDPs. The impact 

of the ongoing conflict on an area where food is already 

scarce could lead to a disastrous situation, particularly when 

combined with a lack of water and medical care. In more 

stable times, the MSF-supported Istarlin hospital treats 

between 80 and 100 severely malnourished children every 

month. The additional burden of these new IDPs to the host 

communities put a strain on an already stretched livelihood 

support systems.  
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• Since early 2007, the two towns provided safe havens to the 

displaced from Mogadishu fighting. The current wars 

disrupted the brief sojourn of the IDPs who are once again 

compelled to flee for their lives and to explore new safe-

havens in their interior clan lands. 

 

• The petty trade that supported the survival of people 

disappeared as the markets of Gurieel and Dhuusamareeb 

became the epicenters of the current wars. The major 

tarmac road that passes through these towns and connects 

to the Mogadishu and Puntland provided the lifeline for the 

petty trade that most of the south-central inhabitants 

resorted during the years of statelessness. Access became 

the major bedrock on which the trade thrived. 

 

• The current refuge villages are located in the interior with 

poor access to other major trading towns in the central 

regions and are far-removed geographically from the major 

road. The host communities were already themselves reeling 

with protracted and dire humanitarian situation that crippled 

their livelihood support systems and weakened the resilience 

to cope with disasters. The recurrent famine had already 

decimated their livestock which was the prevalent means of 

earning their livelihood.  

 

• So far, the area did not receive the attention of 

humanitarian actors 
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v. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In light with these findings, the assessment team strongly 

recommends that SYPD in collaboration with the international 

community including international NGOs, UN agencies and 

donors, urgently step up emergency response interventions to 

save lives and prevent large scale disaster. 

Following are the recommended interventions: 

1. Water delivery 

 

In most of the visited Camps water is the first priority; therefore, 

SYPD and other humanitarian actors can hire water tanks and 

distribute water to distant camps in Galgadud. Distribution of 

water will be short time duration. However digging of shallow 

wells in selected settlements will be optimum solution for the 

water shortage problem. 

In addition, rehabilitation of the existing and few shallow wells 

should also be considered. Prevalence of water related diseases is 

mainly caused by drinking water from such wells. Re-digging, 

lining and chlorination of the existing shallow wells is also 

necessary. 

2. Latrines 

 

All of the visited camps don’t have built-in latrines and people 

have to walk several kilometers to manage their human disposal. 

Lack of latrines contributes to the eruption of communicable 

diseases among the displaced people.  
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3. Emergency cash distribution 

 

The provision of cash to poor families is one of the most useful 

interventions during emergencies. Beneficiaries will be able to 

buy their basic needs, bolster household income and purchasing 

powers of the most vulnerable, if cash is provided.   

4. Emergency food distribution 

 

The distribution of assorted food commodities to the needy 

people in the camps is essential to deal with this emergency. High 

nutrition food at the first place will be a good choice.  

5. Provision of NFI kits 

 

These Non-food-items may include necessary materials such as 

Plastic sheets for sheltering, blankets, utensils including water 

containers and so on  

  

6. Support the affected communities with de-stocking 

programs to enable them restart their livestock 

activities after the end of the rainy season. 

 

7. Establish feeding centers to combat the increasing 

rates of malnutrition in the area, especially among the 

children 
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vi. Recent Photos from Galguduud region 
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vii. About SYPD: 

 

Somali Youth for Peace and Development (SYPD) is a non-profit, 

non-governmental organization based in Mogadishu, with field 

offices in Hiran, Galgadud, Lower and Middle Shabelle regions of 

Somalia. 

 

Since its inception in 2004, SYPD implemented over 30 

developmental, rehabilitation and emergency response projects to 

help the most vulnerable people in Somalia. These projects were 

funded by USAID/CARE International, Norwegian Refugee Council 

(NRC), Danish Refugee Council (DRC), UNDP, NED, Islamic Relief 

(IR), and others. In 2008, SYPD built more than 2,000 latrines 

through NRC funds to enhance the hygiene and sanitation of IDPs in 

Mogadishu and Afgoye corridor. SYPD website is located at 

www.sypd.org  
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